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Holidays on the yacht with your children

 

We offer special cruises only for families with children

Independently of the number of children, we invite you on the board and offer the company of other families with
children in the similar age.

During the cruise both parents and children can learn how to sail , in the evenings adults can have a chance to
relax in their company and we have many additional games and activities for kids.

The route of the voyage and the everyday schedule is arranged according to the age of children, weather
condition etc. We know that many hours on the lake can be boring for the youngest so we have more stopovers in
interesting places with infrastructure designated for children.

 

Our cruises start and end in Giżycko. During 15 days we visit the most important places, ports and lakes on 
Great Masuria Lakes Reservoir

 

Price includes:

 

accommodation on board of the yacht (14 days) for max 7 people
safe, comfortable yachts: Antila 24, Twister 800, Tango family 780 Sport, Joker
engine fuel ( 2 full gaz tang)
yacht sevicing
experienced skipper
sailing lessons
care of Polish Volunteer Maritime Service
great fun
English spoken skipper and international stuff

Price does not inclde:

arrival
full board
charges for wasching places and toilets in ports

 

We guarantee you excellent company, great fun and unforgettable experiences 
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Places: Giżycko, Mikołajki, Węgorzowo, Sztynort, Ruciane Nida. 

Lakes: Śniardwy, Niegocin, Dargin, Łabap, Dobskie, Mamry, Jagodne, Tałty, Mikołajskie, Seksty, Bełdany.

 

 

What should you take for a cruise?
The route
Safety
Our base
the most popular questions
sailin songbooks as a present
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